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Bridgewater State College

February 5, 1976

A morning with Governor Dukakis:

An Informal Session of Questions
By A:1':l Hackenson

comments and grievances were
Walking through the Student
aired, with perhaps (if lucky), a
Union Thursday, Jan. 29, one
small amount of information
could hear - "Today, in the
be!ng passed on, but essentailly,
Student
Uniotn ' Ballroom,
neIther of the two parties left
Governor Michael Dukakis is
satisfied with an abundance of
holding an informal public
knowledge.
meeting on the reorganization of
In his opening statement,
the state college system, from
10:00 to 1I:30."
Governor Dukakis informed the
receptive audience of his plans to
It turned out to be SROvisit the remaining state colleges,
standing room omly- student
with the same intent in mind. He
faculty, administration and th~
also stated that he needed help
general public flocked to air their
from the students, faculty and
grievances and ask .pertinent
administrators to guide him and
questions of the Governor.
his administration towards a
At approximately 9:45, the
better future for higher
Governor, Secretary of Education
He
'reflected,
Paul Parks and an ontourage of - education.
humorously. on the past crucial
assistants, following a short tour
year of economic crisis and told
of campus, relaxed(?) in the
of his belief that the current
Student Union ; r: G:rfee6n Room
for a short interview by local , fiscal year has started on a much
sounder note. The key· to betr~porters and others" complete
tering the quality of higher
WIth taping and shooUny (by a
education, stated the Governor.
projector that is!). Here,
was based mainly on the
Governor Dukakis discussed
question of setting the goals for
various issues and bills of his
the structures before building
administration and revealed a
the structure, ~'avoid putting the
few of his goals, especially those
horse before the cart." Three
behind his visits to the state
principles were established: 1)
colleges. His main concern was to
equal access;
;2) reasona.bIe
"feel out" the student' body and,
. cost. set· on certain standards;
others joined to the college. His
and 3) extension of financial aide
Excellency's main attempt was to
and tuition. These three prinreceive ideas and information on
ciples. if followed, would insure
the higher education budget
the diversity of the institution .
cuts. He wished to find out the
By diversity, it is meant an exproblems involved, where to
posure, at one college, of a large
diminish funds and if there were
number of different background
any possible alternatives which
students in order to give a more
the college could inform him of.
liberal and general education in
All in vain, it could be said.
all respects. The state college is
The ballroom came to a death
still responsible to the public,
silence as President Rondileau
therefore, equal access refers to
introduced each person situated
an equal opportunity for
at the head table. Present were
everyone living in the state to
SGA President and Board of
enter any of the eleven existing
Trustee Member Ray Raposa,
state institutuions of higher
Secretary of Education Paul
education. A reasonable cost,
Parks, the Governor (of course),
consequently,
mnst
be
and Professor Wood, who would
established to achieve equal
moderate the conference.
access. However the question
Followfng a few brief inremains as to what basis this
troductions of .the prominent
. cost must be formed on. As for
men present in the audience, the
financial assistance, a waiver
conference on the direction of
can be obtained whereas the
higher education began. It was a
tuition fee may be reduced. some
time for questions and a time for
considerably, according to the
answers, yet that which evolved
financial difficulty of the apwere questions, all questions and
plicant. Aide involving grants,
nothing but the questions. A few
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brought up by Governor Dukakis
in response' to many of the
flowing questions.
His Excellancy continued to
say that until the financial crisis
hit higher education no questions
were asked, no one paid any (or
little) attention to the warnings
or signals. He asked whether or
not it wa_s possible or for the
best, that the colleges in general
began specializing in certain
•
........ fields, such as BSC for education
oo majors. There is a tremendous
amount of overlapping between
.s the state colleges, and much, if
-g not all, must be cut in Older to
t. provide a higher quality higher
education. The Governor also
The Big Three: (from left to right); SGA PreSident Ray Raposa;
reminded the people that the
Sec. of Education, Paul Parks and; Governor, Michael Dukakis.
colleges have a budget from the
state, but that the institution
stated the need tor a stronger
itself allocates the funds which
loans and work study programs
He did
means the state cannot compel
Board of Trustees.
would be made more applicable
acknlowledge the fact that cuts
each institution to spend or
and better ordered~ Gov.
were needed and to this, the
allocate their money the way
Dukakis did express his opinion
Governor
simply
asked
they (the state) want them to.- .
that a consolidation of state
WHERE'? A.dead end.
not a thing accomplished.
colleges under U-Mass or on the
JJr. Mueller proceeded by
Dr. Harris opened his
basis of New York or California
suggesting
that
the statements by saying that what
was not needed or welcomed.
Upon .the close of his brief reorganization take place within was really needed in colleges
~~_statement, .questions
began the college itself by returning the today was an attempt· to teach
skj]lstlsefulig toda.:ytssocif!ty and
popping up. The first<::amein the administrators to the classroom.
the process oftransfering these
form of a list of faculty He also asked why the legislature
skills to the job itself. He coligrievances presented by the spent $40,000 .of the taxpayers
tinued by suggesting a. reSecretary of the Faculty Council . money to build a statue of no real
Governor
evaluation of the existing
Dr. Fitzgibbons. Dr. Fitzgibbons significance (Nod).
programs in their imortance for
recited a long list of complaints, Dukakis simply stated three
things
about
the
statue,
1)
it
was
the training of skills needed
in the hope of receiving some
today.
satisfactory . answers. He not the taxpayers money; 2)
Secretary of E~ucapoh Parks
remarked on the inconveniences mention of autonomy' and 3) its
import~nce (looks rsspa:lded by .askmg If· a co-op
of the budget cut, some of which environmental
.
program was m effect at BSC.
are over-crowded class- rooms
nIce-better. atmosphere) ~n 'The answer was obvi 1
autonomy IS a self-govermng'
.~
ous y no.
severe drop of faculty moral~
~tate, community or group. The
(continued to page 3)
and course droppings. He also
Idea of autonomv was repeatedly

-a

VIEWPOINT:

"Bridgewater Gate""
By Joe Young

One would think tha t after the year to ask tor funds to support freezing of theh club's funds.
revelations of the Watergate their proposed activities. There is The SGA has since unfrozen
a number of rules and regultions their funds and no disciplinary
affair a new era of reponsibility
and integrity would have been concering the spending of money action other that that has been
ushered in at all levels of once it has been allocated to the taken, or will be. Apparently,
the SGA Senate and President
government. Unfortunately, the clubs. These rules have been
SGA here at Bridgewater has not established to insuer that sut- prefer to sweep the issue under
the rug and accept the plea of
experienced this sense of moral dent's money (yours and mine)
obligation to faithfully execute will not be abused and hopefully ignorance of the law offered by
their duties and be accountable to that as much as the college the Afro-American Society's
their con- science and scon- community as possible will club officers, as well as the
club's defense that the rules·
stituents.. Except for a few benefit from its intelligent use.
senators, specifically Tom Out of this general principle two ~!i~ulate "food" not beverages.
, Landry and Dan Baksha, the SG'A specific rules have been ,x. . At this week's meeting,
Senate is collectively suffering established which govern all club Senator Landry expressed his
any deviations disapproval of the whole affair in
from an acute case of myopia. , spending; 1.)
which is prohibiting them from from the club. budget are an articulate and strongly worprohibited unless the Treasurer ded, open letter (see page 2) to
seeing the forrest for the trees.
His speech was
This blurted vision together with approves the change, 2,) NO SGA the. Senate.
some fuzzy thinking has resulted money IS TO BE SPENT ON greeted by a room full of blank
faces and disinterested Senators
win Bridgew~ter's own verion of FOOD.
The Afro-American Society who were either ignorant of the
Watergate.
(and they said it
couldn't happen here). A brief scheduled an event last semester issue, or more likely did not have
look
at
the
controversy which spomsored a poet on the courage of their convictions to
The ex,:
surrounding the Afro-American's campus at the cost of $500.00 to th persue the matter.
SGA.
However,
the
club
did
not
p'laination
for
this
can
only
~
spending of over $100.00 on
student funds on alcoholic spend all the $500.00 on the poet's be the notorious ability of the
speaking fee, but unknown to the Afro-American Society to inbeverage~ should illustrate my
SGA, sf1cnt over $100.00 of this' timidate, the SEnatf::':>y labeling any
point.
All recognized clubs on campus money on wine. The facts of this objections to their organization as
submit an itemized budget to the violation of SGA spending proof of racism on the part of the
\ SGA and go before the Ways and regulations finally came to the Senate, Only one Senator, Dan
attention of some members of Beksha, supported MR. Landry
Means Committee twice each
the SGA and resulted in the
{continued to page 6)
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The Comment

Februa ry 5, 1976

BDITORIILS
Int rod uci ng:
The staff and editor s of the COMMENT would like to introduce our
l
new Managing Editor, Ann Hackenson. Though new to the Editoria
behalf
On
.
writing
or
g
reportin
to
comes
it
when
green
not
is
Ann
Board,
of the staff I'd like to say; "Happy Thursd ay morning kid 1"
SJL

"th e gro un d ho g eff ect "
"We're doomed!" I said to the Dean as Irushed past him on my way to
class in Boyden Hall.
"Doomed I say, ..... the Ground Hog has seen his shadow! "
Absurd as it sounds, once more that furry I ttle rodent has succeeded in
scaring us all into six more weeks of ice, snow, and frozen radiato rs.
Groggy eyed. he has gazed out into the sun lit world from within his
winter quarter s, has taken three steps forward then s·i,x backwa rd; into
his cave. and into his warm, almost senseless sleep.
Ground Hog Day , has it's beginnings in the English and German
tradition of markin g Februa ry 2 as the first day in the new planting
(a
season. Legend states that by watching the behavior of the badger
tell
could
they
hog)
ground
an
Europe an standar d for our Americ
be
whether the harvest would be late into the season or whether it would
into
back
ed
frighten
was
,
on time. If the badger upon seeing his shadow
r
his den, there would be six more weeks before the final thaw; if, howeve
the sky was overcas t and the wiley fellow did not see his shadow. spring
would come as planned. and the fields could then be plowed and seeded.
As these people immigr ated to America, the custom caught on, until
today the ground hog takes his place along side the Easter Bunny, Santa
{laus and the stork as one of the first fairy tale charact ers we come into
In last weeks issue of the COMMENT, January 29, an errorw appeare d
contact with for explaining, when we are children, the unknown.
on page 5, in an article concerning SGA's hiring of a lawyer.
Most of these "fairy tales" fade away as we grow older and find the
In the fouith llile of the 3rdpar agraph ; the aiticle" read; , ~f\vhi1e- this'
Dear Fellow Members:
"real" meaning to the mysteri es that plagued us as children. In the case
would represe nt anyone in ~ourts, he would be available for what
lawyer
of
.
of the ground ho g though, the instinctual ~ear each one of us have
co~nceling from a private la~er." . .
,ReG ,entl y", th~ '~GA allowed mar otherwise be expe~sive
Q1wouldN
lawyer"
-this
facing' the inevitable never totally dissolves.
"While
re~d;
have'
should
itselflo be demeai ledby a series _That sentenc e
..', ~'.' ',' ','.... . _"
Look. around; SGA complains that students are "apathe tic';, com- of events that made a shambles of represe nt anyone. in courts.: :." . - ~ -.
"
qne
,
campus
on
life
social
the'
of
DVISO R,it wOuld'n ot' "
!ega!·A
a
us
hired
be.
would
yer
muters complain that they are leftout
thiS-law
e
Becaus
,
I
Everyb ooy thejob that:SC A is here to do_
t,but he would
studen
a
with
urt
everybo dy compla ins about tl~e high price::; in the booi5::;toJ:e.
go.to.co
refer to the mos~ recent con- be possible fro him to actually
seems to have some opinion of what he/she feels is wrong, yet nobody
the n~d a~~:_
~
~~h~~.
atto~~
~n
~,
~~~bablY ~ aple to dir~ct a st~dentt
hog ~;:e~::n S~i~~;~ ~~d~~~
.
seems to have the ability to do anything about it. Just as the ground ted fact that. 'a .. e!ub's' funds' were" . '
.
who upon seeing his shadow runs to h!de, so many times when confron
frozen and subsequently unfrozen
with the opportunity to change a situation, we retreat for fear of what
is nothing out of th e ordinary.
others
expect
would happen. We are afraid to call, our own bluff, ~nd we
is most striking is the inWhat
when
times
many
yet
not to. We call ourselves intelligent beings.
, (Established, 1927)
timidat ion· that was felt by'
confronted with the opportunity to make a commit tment , other than
the
and
Senate
this
of
rs
membe
this
run
long
deciding 'what to eat for lunch, we back off. In the
consequent clansestine procedure
suspended affirma tive action causes more anxiety than if we had just
that oversaw the matter.
taken care of what was bothering us in the first place.
As an elected Senator in this
and
Effect"
Hog
d
Sue Law son •••••••••••••••••••• u .......... Editor-tn...chief
I've named this fear of the inevitable the', HGroun
ch a s
inasmu
and
ation,
organiz
myself.
Ann Hackenson.......... .......... .......Managlng Editor
with
along
it
to
prey
falling
see many of my peers and elders
on
word
final
the
has
Senate
the
't
Richard C. Tonner.......... .......... ... News Editor
People on this campus talk, they have definite opinions, but shouldn
have
I
that
believe
I
ng,
budgeti
on
s
Joe Silvl.......... .......... .......... ......Sports Editor
student
are
there
as
there be as .many opinions and philosophies
be
to
duty
and
right
inerent
the
Barbara Tobtn.......... ........oo ........ Photography Editor
campus. Isn:t that what we are all here for?, TO TALK, REFLE CT
tances
circums
the
to
privy
made
OURIN
SEE
Mary Chris Ke~ney.......... .......... .Arts and Graphics Editor
AND BROADEN OUR INSIGHT AS TO WHAT, WE
tary
budge
nding
surrou
fine.
is
sation
Maura Curley Bostdorf.......... ...... Cultural Arts Co-Editor
Conver
US.
D
SELVES AND THE WORLD AROUN
vis
a
viv
s
conflict
an4
s
pr.oblem
Bill Swift.......... .......... .......... ..... Cultural Arts Co-EdItor
There comes a time though when the talking must end, and the problem
student clubs and organizations
Duggan .......... .......... ......... BusIness Manager
Marie
.
funded by us. Instead, however,
must be solved.
Michael Iacovo.......... .......... .......Co-AdvertisIng Manager
the matter wa pushed off in a
Our childhood fades behind,us, but as long as we remain in the sun, our
Co-AdvertisIng Manager
Bennett••: ........... .......
Kathy
and
here
"hush-hush" atmosp
Office Manager
..
shadows never will. In this way we are all potential victims of the,
...........
...........
~~:.:
••••••
Roz Sidoni
when I did make a public at.
"Groun d Hog Effect."
tempt to ascerta in the facts
Staft
SJL
through questio ning at last
Steve Alteri
Kathy Bennett
Carla Leon,:!
week's meeting, I was greeted
Carol Ennis
Coyne
Toni
and
lulls
long
ly
Kevin Hanron
by unusual
Al Pietrantonio
Keith Fitzpatrick
finally. a verbal! skirting of the
E. Susan Sheahan
Jim Kelley
pat
Smialek
as
were
Vicki
just
am
results
I
net
that
dy
The
stating
issue.
Mike MacHar
I wish to begin this editorial by
ing
land
for
advertis
k
and,
MacFar
s
gimmic
Doug
more
question
one
ered
Jenewin
see
I
if
Betty
r,
unansw
Howeve
guy.
next
the
as
rioUc
Nancy Clifford
the most part, a conten tly
Gil Bliss
the Bicentennial I am going to throw up!
Senate.
Fran Reddington
e
Cowan
unawar
Sharon
our
is
this
that
fact
Now don't get me wrong. I am very proud of the
pass
to
Asgharzadeh
intend
Khalil
don't
I
between
Dan Beksha
200th anniver sary as a free nation. But there is a difference
's
Afro-Am
Libby
on
here
Dexter
B.
ent
judgem
many
too
seen
have
celebrating tlte Bicentennial and exploiting it. I
claims; Certainly that would be
sm.
patrioti
peoples
on
preying
by
buck
fast
a
companies trying to make
unwise since I was not given the
The most recent l'ip-off is a freedom bell adveris ed an television, and informa tion needed to come to a
for
selling at a price of $19.76. I have also seen countless items selling
However. I claim
conclusion.
THE COMMENT is a student supported and operateu
either $17.76 or$19.76.
rs of the Senate
membe
the
that
an
per serving the academic Community of BridgeAmeric
newspa
the
don't,
they
if
because
Things like this have got to stop
chance
the
gwen
been
have
should
College. Publications are weekly Septem rolls
4th
State
water
IJeople are going to be tired of the Bicentepniallong before July
to ~ afr this! matter of such
such
May with the following exceptions: Thanks buy
not
through
be~
simply
to
is
tion
exploita
around. The only way to stOll such
more, the
Further
tion.
provoca
as, and Spring'Vac.ations, and all weeks
be
to
Christm
have
gmng,
merchandise. After all, this occasion in our history should not
Senate should have had the opof
ds throughout the school yearo Editorial
greed
weeken
listic
3-day
materia
wit~
the
of
because
t
looked back on with embarr assmen
its own rights
assert
to
ty
portuni
by the Editor-in-Chief in consulned
obvious
determi
polley is
our companies as well as our own stupidity for falling for such
in the matter and aamonish Afrol Board. Letters to the Editor
Editoria
the
with
it.
tation
overdo
don't
just
a;
Americ
of
ploys. By aU means, get into the Spirit
Am tht while technicality was the
should be limited to 250 words or
but
ged
encoura
lire
WJS
bane of SGA in this instance, future
less. All Letters , classifi ed advertisments and other
misund erstand ings will be
submitted materia l MUST BE SIGNED but
written
avoided by a hard line fiscal
be withheld upon request . All sub~itted
will
names
policy. Unfortunately however,
is
materia l subject to .-:andensation. ReWblication of
in this most recent case , fog
all materia l printed hereIn is forbidden ~lthout the
prevented the Senate from occexpress~d \Jiritten permiss ion af the Editor- in-Chie f' .
uppying the driver's seat.
Advertising rates wHl .be available upon request . Ail
Finally, it seems to me that one
ondence. should 00 address ed to: THE
corres~
of the duties of the committees of
COMM.l!.NT. Bridgewater State College Bridgew ater
'
Mass. 02324; tel. 697-4609 or ext. 260 or 304.
(continued to page 4)
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Dukakis from page 1
What we do have is the College
Wirk Study Program (CWSP)
which does not teach those much
needed skills. To solve the
problem of lack of personnel such
us secretaries, Sec. Parks
suggf~sted the use of these CWSP
students in the offices which are
in need, thus creating more opportunities for the students. Mr.
Parks also suggested the implementation of a co-op program
similar to that of Northeastern
University. There the student
graduates in five years, with the
fifth year concentra ting on those
skills which were learned in the
previous four.
A student response reveale~: a ,
program under which Northeastern would act as coorFor $2,000 a year,
dinator.
Northeastern would give BSC
complete cooperation and acces
to their job bank with on campus
counseling to avoid costly visits to
the University.
He then
proceeded to ask President
Rondileau why he had done
nothing to maintain this program'.
Pres. Rondileau replied with a
slight laugh that he had heard
nothing of the proposal but would
look further into it for it sounded
like a good idea.
The mood shifted as one
professor accused the legislature
as being antiintellectual and that a prevailing
sentiment within the ad-

ministration considered the state
college student as being so-so. He
also stated that the legislation felt
the facufty as being inferior to
those of private schools and
universities) so they must worked
more'to earn their salary. These
set the stage for the budget cuts in
higher education.
Governor Dukakis struck back
quickly. He stated that the afore
mentioned remarks were of .. no
importance or contribution to the
discussion. He speculated that,
perhaps, some felt that way, but
gen;er~ally,
the entire administration did not. He continued on by remarking that today
we ar e in a society which must

limit itself because are resources,
either natural or man-made, are
on the decline. He said that
support for higher education was
very strong on Beacon Hill but
that they had trouble with the
limited resources. It was apparent that he, along with the
entire table, were insulted by the
accusations.
A s the time ticked on, slowly,
another student approached the
microphone and proceeded to
undermine the need to spend
money on professional and
physical education with the drop
in the birth rate. He stated,
simply, that the money should be
re-directed to better oriented
courses, not to continue to train
students for jobs where there are
none, but for long-range goals.
PresiJcI1L Rondileau quietly
asked how he sought to adjust or

s~

re-direct the monies.
A question as to the importance
of tenure was also brought up.
Many highly qualified faculty,
upon leaving, had been replaced,
so the person said, by other lessqualified faculty merely because
their tenure compelled them to
teach. The reply was direct.
Tenure was implemented many
years ago so as to secure a
teacher's position without fear of
retribution for their methods or
topics from the public or other
faculty memebers. Also, tenure
does not con1pel a teacher to
teach in a position which he is
not qualified for.
Another student asked the
questiQn which was prominent in
the minds of
many a fellow
student: whether or not the
tuition or financial aide would
increase in the future. As a
commuter, he felt the expense of
commuting daily should be included in the application for
financial aide. The waiver was
the answer- nothing else. Again,
the Governor asked, as
throughout the entire conference, _on what s,fandards or
basis the waiver should be set.
Again, no answers, no solutionsonly questions.
Financial Aide Officer Dave
Morwick remarked on the
situation in his office. He now has,
much more money and students
under some financial aide
program but lacked the personnel to comput, file, manage
the office. Secretary Parks
suggested computers and a ree~aluation of personnel, but you
know how computers work remember vacation and its
breakdown?
As
always,
destination-nowhere.
Dr. Ridlon(c~airperson of the
English Departm0 'nt) .beg~n his
~ecitation, as did the.others, on
the· dangers and unwantedness
of the reorganization under UMass. He continued by praisng
the students and faculty present
at BSC. reiterating the fact that
neither· group were so-so or
inferior to universities or private

colleges. He stressed the need to
keep a distinction between state
colleges. whereby a "clumping
together" of them would destroy
this. He did. however, agree to a
tie-up with the university for the
graduate school, which would
enhance more growth apd opportunity.
Another concern mentioned
prior to Ray Raposa's "farewell
speech of gratitude" was of the
cost of books in the college
bookstores. It was said that by
cutting the costs of books a
defray in cost could thus be
made. Ray responded by saying
the cut would bring out a
financial crisis within the stores.
He continued, thanking those for
attending, and stressed the need
for protecting and continuing the
individuality and autonomy of
the state colleges.

Menu for Tilly & Great Hill

Friday, Feb. 6
Soft&Medium Cooded Eggs
Pizza Clam Roll, Salad Plate
Hung'arian Goulash, Roy's
Baked Fish, Meatball Sandwich
Saturday, Feb. 7
.
Poached Eggs, Hotcakes
Grilled Salami & Cheese,
Ravioli, Hot Dogs
Roast Beef, Chicken Chow
Mein
Sunday, Feb. 8
Apple Fritters, Fried Eggs,
Sausage
Roast Turkey, Beef Burgandy
Grilled Hot Dogs, Fish
Squares, Pizza Burgers
Monday, Feb. 9
Scrambled Eggs, Buttermilk
Pancakes, Ham
BLT's, Spanish Macaroni,
Meatball Sub

Corned Beef, Southern Fried
Chicken
Tuesday, Feb. 10
French Toast, Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Sub, Fruit Plate, Hot
Dogs
Grilles Cube Steak, Lasagne,
Deep Dish Vegetable Pie
Wednesday, Feb. 11
Hotcakes, Soft&Medium
COfkied Eggs, Bacon
Tuna
Salad
Sandwich,
Cheeseburgers, Julienne Salad
Bowl
Pork Chops, Breaded Frit't}
Fish Fillets. Stuffed Peppers
Thursday, Feb. 12
Pancakes, Fried Eggs
Meatball H & C - lOu'met
Casarol,· Turkey cold plate
Pot Roast, Liver and pizza
~..-

__ -

~

~
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GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDlJCATION
Gllide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships', loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and -technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research~ funded. on national, regional, and Iocat
levels by the federal government, states, cities,. foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT Pl1BLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush mc __-.:.copicsof GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing $_______ ~_. (check or money order).
Name
Adddress

---------------------------------------------------------State_______ Zip _ __

City ________

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

Plain Speaker, Down to Earth:

FRED HARRIS
Fred Harris did not seek re- he should know them.Icaught the
election to his Ok,la;homa senate second half of a speech he gave
seat in 1971 Instead he ran for in Brockton last Saturday
:president but hi§ campaign was morning and
even though
cut short because oflack offunds. though I.was FIGHTING A
Four years later he has the HANGOVER Iwas kind of imfinancial backing to make a pressed on his views about
serious bid for the nomination.. ,employment and the defense
After reading articles ,seeing spending~
him on tv and watching him give a
I n terms of employment Harris
speech in Brockton the other day said that the goverment ·should
I believe that the Harris approach have a yearly employment andcould be very appealing to some. not an unemployment statement.
He says he is a populist, some call It is their job Harris believes to
his approach radicalism . Either find out how many available jobs
way he is defin i tely one of the their are and provide more public
liberal candidates seeking the service jobs if unemployment
nomination.
goes up , he be~ieves that these
Before I mention Harris jobs should be planned before
pop·,Ust ideas it is essential to be unemployment becomes a fact, so
familarized with the backgroupd, that when there is a lull in the
from which these ideas
economy people won't have to
came. Harris is the son of a stop working Harris says in a
sharecropper .He attended the work ethic society the rich have to
taken off welfare and
University of Oklahoma and got be
a degree in History and unemployment payments. and
Goverment , then went onto get a direct it to other areas.
law degree. Harris was elected
Harris also directed much of
to the OklahomState Senate and his speechto the problems of the
served there from the middle defense budget He touched upon
50's until he upset former what seemed to him as wasteful
'University of Oklahoma spending in building the-1
football coach Bud Wilkerson bomber .The project ed cost of
. and won a Senate seat in 1964.
this was much less than what it
- IN THE SENATE HE has really cost the goverment
BOAST MOST ABOUT tIIS TAX-- and he says this is not the only
REFORM
AND
ANTI- instance of cost overurns in
MONOPOLY LEGISLATION. d~fense spending that goes on so
He also served on the Kerner that there won't be anymoney
commision which investigated left in the budget to justify a cut.
. the urban riots of the 60's .Harris Harris wants this budget cut so
was also chairman of the that more money can be directed
Democratic National Com- towards housing , education
mittee 1969-70.
transportation and enviromental
What does Harris feel are the and other social programs such
issues in this campaign ? He as public health.
mentioned real tax reform for' my opion Harris will have to
cing people like the Rockfellers to prove himself to be a top conpay their full share to society. He tender. He will get a chance vey
the
Oklahoma
soon as
also speaks strongly against the! democratic caucuses meet to
goverment supporting the
multinational corporations which decide who they will support The
move jobs and wealth to foriegll question will be can Harris come
countries. He favors public owned back to Oklahom an oil state and
oil and gas companies in order t,o promise to break up big indevelop publicly owned resow~- dustries including the oil comces.Harris wants price controls 0," panies. It should prove inmonopoly industries and stron.g teresting.
,enforcement
of
anti-truBt
Those who like the plain
regulation.
speaking down to earth orater
Harris is aware of the issues, may be able to identify with
h~ spent two terms in the Senate Harris His Southwestern' accent - -

·r "' .......

In

gives you the jmpression, of a
farm boy wbo made it big .. He
hopes for a· coalition of the vores
which cross all socio-economic
,classes ,but in reality most of his
views won't get him that type of
support.
The Harri~ .campaign people
think -it's a bit to eary to make
any conclusions on which .
candidate s will come to the front.
It is possible that Harris Indiana
Senator Birch Bayh and Arizona
Congressman Morris Udall could
very well divide the liberal vote
and allow a more moderate
candidate like Jimmy Carter to
bypass them. The Massachusets
primary is less than a month
away and some of the candidates
may very well be fading by then.

jf{oWtt:s Will
~tll ~tr

~ou1Lobt ~tr

Daikers
Flowers'
nfral Sq.
Bridgewater
'697-6937
Arrangements.,
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Richard Tonner
One year ago this month, the U.S. Army prepared to kill millions of
blackbirds at Fort Campbell, Ky. and at the Milan Army Amunition
Plant, Tenn. At this time, the Society for Animal Rights (SAR) instituted
its case, obtaining a temporary restraining order but failing to tin a
preliminary injunyion. As a result, the Army slaughtered 4.5 million
blackbirds with Tergitol, a product used to erase large bird populations.
The harmful ingredients found in Tergitol remove the essential protective oils in their feathers, causing them to freeze. The product is
manufactured by Union Carbide, makers of many familiar items such as
Glad Bags, Eveready Batteries and Prestone Anti- Freeze. In a
November article, syndicated columnist Jack Anderson publicly identified Union Carbide as the sole manufacturers of the lethal detergent.
The SAR sought a motion for a summary judgement (November 14) to
stop the use of the chemical.
The federal defendants made several proposals, but wished to retain
the use of Turgitol at the two army bases and whenever necessary in an
"emergency" case. After the Anderson feature, the government_ was
willing for the first time to stop the use of Tergitol at the bases and other
roost ibcations until an environmental impact study was conducted. In
addition, the government offered to consider other methods of bird
control before resorting to the Union Carbide product. The SAR insisted,
however, on three strict demands : the defendants must utilize all nonHethal methods of roost management before using Tergitol, define
;cemergency", and give the SAR the opportunity to comment on any
alleged emergency and express views on non-lethal methods of roost
management. Unfortunately, four months after the November court
proceedings, the statement is not final. The government agreed to ban
shipment of Tergitol until the environmental statement is published and
plan to use any possible alternative to Tergitol. Since the federal
government made these stipulations, the SAR asked the courts to delay
its motion for a summary judgement. Meanwhile, the government is
awaiting the environmental report on Tergitol. Expected to take several
weeks, the time will allow the blackbirds to leave and fly North for their
arrival in March and April. Because the Society's fight, "tens of
millions" of the nation's blackbirds are almost certainly safe this' winter
from cruel death which 4.5 inillion birds were subjected.
It is interesting to note that the SAR spent $40,000 on legal.costs in their
fight for animal protection. The Society has a strong conviction in
preventing animal abuse and the courage to stand' up to the federal
government with lhis conviction. The use of Tergito] is a cruel method of
eliminating the birds, forcing them to a frozen death. Specifically,
Tergitol was used without consulting alternatives, less -grueling forms of
deleting the bird population. The SAR deserves commendation for 'its
courage and conviction. The federal govern- ment is probably'wishing
the controversy away. My wish is that agencies such as the SAR continue
to be effective checks on a bureaucracy often riddled with a lack of public
responsibility.

Registra, Tom WgJsh, (right) points out: a scheduling
problem 10 Assoc._S.U. Director, Ed Sharples (left)

Mr. Registra: Tom Walsh
Ed note: This is number six in a contlnuing~eries of articles
written by the SGA Student Services Committee.

Student:
ED 499, Section 5~
'Offered another job by the
please?
President as Registrar to the
Registrar: Closed.
college in 1972.
Student: How about ED 300,
Mr. Walsh sees the function O:f.
Section 2?
the registrar as "Keeper of the
Registrar: Sorry, that's closed . records", therefore in charge of
too!
such things as scheduling,
Sound familiar? . I'm sure processing,
the
grades,
many of us have experienced this registration, and etc.
Mr.
in
the
ballroom
during Walsh endorses highly a common
registration. Although one may way to registrar for courses for
find some of his courses closed, all state colleges. (A project that
he or she will always-find the door he has been involved in since
to Tom Walsh's office, Registrar 1972.) This would mean utilizing
of the college, open.
the main computer in Boston thus
Tom Walsh was born in New allowing the students more time
Bedford, and resides there at the to select their courses , as well as
present time, A former graduate- eliminate the large lines. The
of E.S.C., he is currently un- way it would work is that a
dertaking a doctorial program at student would be given so many
Boston University in ad- days to' seleGt the courses that
ministrative education. (system he/she wnated.
The student
development in adoption)'. would then go to the registrar's
When asked why or how- he office, tell what couses he wanied
in which it. would be fed_'into a
B •S.C
t0
came
•,
Tom
presented a most imnressive, sincere. 'story, simply
cause many studentS can iden
tify.with it. After finishing high
school, 'rom was a little uncertain on what he wanted to do
so he joined the army, thus

--I--t-t---------------------~--~~q~~~W~M~
from pg, 2.
spending some time in the Army,

8 8rS

first, I could not allow this issue to·
be swept under the rug after the
blatant attempt by members of
this body to keep the rest of us in
the tdark. Sfcond, I've temporarily ressurected this issue
with the hpe that tin the furture
we as elected represettatives will
rise above
needless
apprehensions and boldly demand
what is rightfully ours--that is,
knowledge and information
needed to effectively perform our
duties. I remain,

Tom realized that this was not
what he wanted. (It was very
obvious in the interview that this
-man was determined to search
this Senate is to report back to the
and find success; something
Senate as a whole on important
worthwhile in his life.)
issues and respond to Senate
Therefore, he went back to high
inquiry on relevant matters. As a
school to do his post-work to get
Senator, it is NOT my job to atthose courses he needed so he
tend the meetings of all the
could enter college. It was at
committees of which I am not an
this time, that Tom's life began
appointed member. Logically,
to change, or should I say his
that practice would preclude the
future began to take shape.
need for committees in the first
place. What is more, because I
One day a teacher at the high
don't attend the meetings of all
school asked Tom to take over a
committees does not indicate a
Sincerely yours,
class for a math teacher since he
lack of interest on my part.
Thomas E. Landry
was concentrating in the field of
I' ve
made this statement Senator, Class of 1976.
engenereering Tom accepted. By
tonight for two basic reasons;
the tim~ the class was over, a new
field was open to him- a field in
teaching. A field he knew he
would ~njoy and would like to
Sophomores and Seniors
pursue. One of Tom's teachers
suggested that he attend
Bridgewater to achieve this
goal.( which he did do.)
After completing his education
at B.S.C., Tom taught Social
All undergradua te applicants
are available for all at the Office Studies in a high school in New
for the Teacher Preparation
of Teacher Preparation and Bedford. While doing this he
Program (including those in the
Placement and for DCE and .worked on his masters. But the
Division
of
Continuing
Graduate students at the DCE times were not good, and teaching
Education) must make formal
Office in the library.
did not pay well. So when Tom
application for it by March 1 of
All applicants for senior Off- was offered a job with a building
their Sophomore year by subCampus Student Teaching must company for much more money
mitting the autho-rized
apobtain from, and file with, The than he was receiving as a
plication to the Teacher
Office of Teacher Preparation teacher, and things were "tight",
Preparation and Placement
and Placement that appropriate Tom accepted.
But of course
Office by the deadline date.
application form (a) if an un- Tom began to miss teaching
All graduate applicants must
be~ause that w~s what he really
dergraduate, by March I of the
submit the same form to the same
Junior year (b) if a DeE un- enjoyed. Then hIS career began to
office by March I of the academic
dergraduate, by March 1 of the change once again upon receiving
year prior to the year in which
year prior to Off- Campus Student a phone call from the President'of
Off-Campus Student Teaching
Teaching (c) if a graduate B.S.C. asking him if he wanted to
eligibility will be certified by the
student, one semester before Off- be Assistant Director of the S.U.
Office of the Graduate Sch()ol.
s . Student. TeachimL 1.1::", (l970l' tom accel'ted the position
i';"'i.t;~illt~tJlWa\ioft."'~'t);'-al'h't,{&e~:~ '(1i~~~~,;;t...wor1dttg:to~"b'8tifnlz 'years untii

computer. Within a tew mmutes,
the student would know whether
the course was closed or open., If
it was closed, the registrar would '
be there to offer personnel
assistance to solve the problem.
Mr. Walsh did state that "it will
not solve the problem of students
being closed out of classes
because that is due to the system
we are using." "Registration is
like a plane crash," Tom said,
"You never know how good it.
was, but rather how bad!"
When asked what his feelings
were about B.S.C. future, his
reply was ... "I have a lot of hope.
. r think it is a good, damn school. I
firmly believe that· this- school
goes out of it's way to help the~tudents. The 'only way for this
college, even with the crisis we
have now, isttp!" '
'Right onMr-.Walshi

Annual

TALENT SHOW

AI/Invited
All Welcome To 'Parti~ipate
For Your Enjoyment
Or Just For Fun
Sponsored By Afro Am. SOCiety
First Meet'ing Feb. 1 J
~.

•

• • • • • •
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Girls like it~()

Teacher Prep

Is there' a better reason
to send an FTD LoveBundle?
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StudlDt IDVlrDlDlDt AssDcia tiDD
Who's Who in

SGA

MINUTES FROM
THE MEETING

DOTTY TISEVICH
The COMMENT spoke with
Junior Dotty Tisevich, '

responsible for for reviewing
proposed new courses and to

make recommendations to
'S.G.A. 1st Vice President/this - S.G.A., the Faculty Council and
week. Dotty has been on S.G.A. Pres. Rondileau.Dotty was also
since her freshman year, and on the committee which selected
last year was S.G.A. Secretary. Janice Dorssey as Career
She is a Political Science major. ·COllnstlor.
As 1st V.P., her primary duties
Dotty explains that she is tired
include conducting the weekly ()f hearing the term 'tstudent
S.G.A. meetings. She is also 'apathy', that it is an overused
chairperson of Educational ~erm. She realizes that it is not
AF AIRS. Ed. AFFS. is presently. possible for many people to get
working on drawing up a new involved in after-school affairs.
system for handling campus- She does hope that S.G.A. and the
wide teacher evaluations. She is Program Committee continue to
a non- voting member on S.G.A. the to cater to the entire student
unless her vote is requested or if population in the future. Dotty is a
there is a tie. She is also on the candidate for election to S.G.A.
Undergraduate
Cirriculum Presidency this spring, to replace
Committee; this committee is the graduating Ray Raposa.

RICK PACHECO
Rick Pacheco is a frist -year
senator from the junior class. He
js a chemistry major, minoring in
secondary education and his
home town i.s Fall River. He likes
all senators is on at least two
committees one being all-college
committee and the' other is an
SGA committee.
The committee he serves on
include, recruitment admissions
~lDd finacial aid of which he is
the chairperson and; the
Legislati~e . Affairs Committee
I

as well as NeATE (National

council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education).
Members of the RAFACY
committee include several
faculty members, ex-officio and
some students. Lately, RAFAC
has been concerned with Bask
Education Opportunity GrantProram which recently went
,broke and affects more than 400
students at BSC. RAFAC reviews
proposals and submits them to
Faculty Council for review before
they go to the Prsident's office.
Legislative Affairs Committee,
is currently revising the SGA

Constitution to clarify several
points . The senare recently
referred to LAC a proposal to
charge an athletic fee of part-time.
students.
Rick stated that he ran for his
senate office this year when he
saw that the whole executive
board ran unopposed for, their
positions for this year. He would
like to see more people get involved with the elected and
unelected positions in the Senate.
"There is much work to be
done in all All-CoUege Committees and usually there isn't
enough' people interested in
helping out. Most students actually underrate the importance
of all-college committees. ACC's
draw up peititions which go to the
SGA, faculty Council, and finally
to the President.
Rick emphasizes the point that
any time a student wants to know
about anthing on campus, that
they should come to him or to any
other senator immediately; so
that they may receive immediate
attention.

by Mike MacHardy

For the last five months I
have been writing this intriguing
article with the prova- title
"Minutes From the Meeting". It
has now come to my attention
that out of the four thousand-plus
full-time students at B.S.C. there
are still many out there who
don,'tknowyetwhatS.G.A. is or
what it stands for.These students
aren't just new transfers or
freshmen either. Granted, many
people just don't have the time to
get involved in extra-cirricular
activities but anyway, the S.G.A.
is the Student Gov't. Association
and everyone of f the full-time
students at RS.C. is a member
of the S.G.A., because of the
$20.00 Student Union fee we all
pay each semester.
the S.G.A. holds open meetings
in it's chambers at 5:30P.M.
every Tuesday. The meetings are
attended by the four elected
senators from each class plus the
memb- ers of the Board of
Directors. Every club and
organization on campus which
recetives money for activities
abide by S.G.A. rules since S.G.A.
has the final word on approval.
Each senator on the S.G.A.
serves on at least two committees(Athletic Fee, Library
Comm.tetc.). All of their names

are on the glass encased bulletin
board in the Student Union foyer.
All of the senators are eager to
help RS.C. students and are
very easy to get in touch
with.The only hitch is that if you
have a problem or suggestion,
you have to come to them
because if they don't know who
you are they can't do much for
you personally. The S.G.A. offices are located on the third
floor of the Stu5ent Union Bldg.,
above the Bookstore. Stop in
3nytime because there is always
At ieastflnd out who your
representatives are. Make them
work for you.Also, please vote in
the next election. It does make a
difference when a senator wins
with only 100 votes out of a
possible thousand in each class.
Now, where were we ... Oh,
"Minutes of the Meeting" ... Thhe
S.G.A. met as usual in their
chambers this week and finished
all business in an our or so.
lt was announced by Ray
Raposa that the dorm rent increase will be at least &'100.00 for
Hill residents. Stop in anytime

because there is always someone
there. At least find out who your
representatives are.
Ray -Raposa also mentioned
that the S.G.A. is looking into the
feasibility of buying new
machinery for THE COMMENT
and THE HARDER TIMES.
Several articles featuring
changes to the Constitution were
passed and aell are exp-ected to
help clarify parts of the Constitution.
Senator Tom Landry, Senior,
read a rather scathing letter to
the senators; it con- cerned the
freezing of the Afro-Aertean
Soctiey budget last month. Tm
felt that inappropriate action
was taken by certain people
before the entire Senate was told
what was going on.
Lastly, Mr. Terry Brooks was
present as a concerned student.He asked if anything could be
done about keeping people off the .
lawn between Tilly andBoyden
Hall. It used to be a " lawn'
anyway. Senators will look into
the matter to see what can be

.118.

BSC Gets
4 million
b:r

Sharon Cowan

A copy of Governor Dukak.is'
Capital
Outlay
Program
Recommendations for 1976
reveals that Bridgewater State
College will be the recipient of
$4,0050,000 for three projects, if
the state legislatureapproves the
recommendation. $1,6000,000 will
go to the expansion of the
present
power
plant
(specifically, a fourth bOllerand improvements in the system
for utilities distribution, to aecomodate new buildings. This
refers especially to the expansion
of the Burnell "Laboratory"
School in the form of a new
structure on Burrill Ave, planned
to be underway by September,
1976; but in the very well informed words of Dean Chicorelli:
" It will be a miracle if it happens." It is expected that by the
time the classroom- office
building is operation, the new
boiler facilitie.c; _will be operative.
Another $200.000 would be used
for lace' acquisition for parking

':. ..

space and for an access road tothe
power plant from Plymouth
Street, parallel to the railroad
track.
The largest expenditure would
go toward repairs to Boyden
Hall. in the amount of
.$2.250.000. Included would be
general repairs and renovtions
to preserve the building exterior,
masonry, roofing, upgrading of
the interior plumbing. heating.
ventilation. air- conditioning
(??'!) restoration of the termitedamaged auditiorium. accomooations for the physically
handicapped, energy conservation, and most important,
repairs to the woodwork.
While in his recommnendations
the
Governor
classifies the Boyden Hall project
as "urgent," it is interesting to
not his justifiction for the outlay;
"Timely maintenance of building
exterior including walls, windows, trim, and roofs is
necessary to aWJid COSTLY
repairs."! ! 1
\
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Compiled aid edited bJ Iii BUlB
Editors Note; This is the first of regular weekly columns that will
cover arts in the Bridgewater - Boston area, as well as interesting news
tidbits and other assorted trash.
We might as well start right here at Bridgewater State. Last
noght(Wed) the Wheaton Trio put on a fine performance of chamber
music in the S.U. auditorium. One of the strongest arms of the student
Union Program Committee is the fine arts subcommittee, which continues . to provide quality entertainment for the college community at a
very low price. Try to take advantage of future events. One more
program committee plug is for the. : lecture series which, although apparently inactive as of late, is presenting Vincent Bugliosi at 12:00 on Feb
9 in the Ballroom. Vince, if you didn't know, was the p·rosecutor of the
TaOO- LaBianca murder trials in Los Angelos and author of the current
best seller, "Helter Skelter" ....
Last Friday was a busy night on the concert scene. Queen got good
reviews for a two night engagement at the Music Hall featuring "regal"
Brittish Rock at its' best. They're currently riding on the top of the
album a~sd single scene in Brittain with "A Night at the Opera" and
"Bohemian Rhapsody", respectively and both are doing well inthe U.S.
~ ~are event at Brockton High School was the appearance of the Gary
.Quintet witht he Brockton High Jazz Ensemble (deemed hest
oo
in the state). Burton is a master of the vibea and has played wit'l'many
lop jazz artists(Keith Jarrett and Chick Corea among them). Yours
truly caught Dan Fogelberg in a sold-oul performance at the Orpheum
OW,i'oOOoldolddlooloOldo!ooIDOIf'JOIDOIODloOIOO!DOltJEil(Jd[Dr:1IOO!DQlOtl~C
and was impressed bythe virtuosity of Fogelberg in a one hor solo set
where he alternated between acousticaguitar and piano, playing like he
had eight fingers on each hanc....
By 8UI Swift
that all major stars have to do
You may have caught Governor Dukakis' appearance at the Union last .
leader who has -changed his mind one). William.'. Atherton; who
week for a hearing on the reorganizatoin of public higher e4ucation in
.
"
about the' Nazi leader. There is put in such good portayals in "The
Massachusetts. Althogh he didn't ahve much to say, he did show a
The Hmdenburg IS a disaster. the financier(Gig Yong) who is Sugarland Express" and "The
I a.m ~ot referri,ng to the actu
insistent upon arriving in New Day of the Locust", deserves
definite interest in student and faculty feedback, some of which got to be
quite heated. I question Professor Woods' system of moderation for the a1 mCldent WhICh took place~ York on schedule. There is the better material (so do we). The
hearing, alternating stud!~nt questions with faculty. I don't have a one- £?-any ye~rs ago but rather ~he con-man (Burgess Meredith) and rest of the cast does ad .~mirah ly
to-one faculty to student ratio in any of my classes. I realize that this was fIlm verSIOn of the event, which his assistent (Rene Auberjoinois). . but were bogged down by a dull
a prime oppurtunity to air faculty greivances (many of which <,;eem to go was a real fiasco. Consi dering There is the acrobatic clown
script.
unheard), but a lot. of student questions seemed to go unrecognized.
a~ the tale~tinvolved with this (Robert Claryy) who has intricat
I must admit though that once
Dean Morwick seemed to make points at the hearing, bringing to light tne pIcture, this sh~uld ,have been designs of the dirigible in his the dirigible blew up, things got
unmanageable workload in his office as compared to the size of his staff.
~ phenoI?e. :nal film however all. possession. Who is it? That is the exciting.
The film instantly
This is . unfortunate because Dean Morwicks office does more for the It really ISiS a phenomenal bore. questionthat George C. Scott and changed to black and white and
The story focuses on a theory the audience have to figure out in the footage that was shot during
student than probably any other on campus. If you thoght the whole
meeting went out the window, a cover story in the Brockton Enterprise concerning the cause of the time.
the filming was spliced with
last Saturday stated that Dukakis' has asked the legislature for four tragedy. . The German· governThis really could have been an actual footage of the disaster.
million dollars for BSC projects. Top of the list is renovation of our ment recleves word from an incredible movie. But it isn't.
This was the only time that the
favorite heirloom Boydon Hall. Rumor has it that President Rondileaus american
self-proclaimed The director Robert Wise who
film showed anyUfe. The·
. 8auna will be torn down to make room for classrooms, as well as his c~airvoyant about the upcoming has given us such films as' West
cinematography , score, and
three hole golf course in Horace Mann Auditorium
dis!'lster. They send a German Side Story, had one big problem in
especially its editing and special
Sorry Adrian, The economy affects us all!
offIcer (George C, S~ott) and. a making thi s film. Th oat was to effects
were well done. <There
"One Flew Over the Cuckoos' Nest" has now made it out as for the ~esta~ agent w~o IS tra.~ellmg attempt to make the time up until also was a rather funny apti WestgateCinama Center. You can view this probable Oscar blockbuster mcogmto (Roy Thinnes) Wlt~ the the explosion beginl'~at least
Hitler song done onboard. But: all
for the exhorbitant (for this area) price of $3.50 if you want to spend craft. '!-'hey are. there to fIgure partly interesting. . He failed thing s '. considered itt· really
that. much. A respected source tell me that it is af ine film, aL ,though out who if anyone of te passengers miserably. Even the actors, aUo£' wasn't worth it.
those of you . expecting an exact remake of the play and book will be dis ~~~g~~fW r;;.~y. ~~ t~ destroYts~e whom are really talented, can't
I feel that if a thing isn't going
appoined. Ken Kesey, the author ofthe book, sold all the right. years ago 1 ~ 1 e
Ierf~ °Thsus~c U!S breathe life into this multi-million to be done right then it shouldn't
The best be done at all. And this film
for a smal~ fee, and has fil~d ~ui.t to reap s?me of the larger movie profits. . :O~e a:mo~n~ c~unte~~e ~~nn: dollar dead horse.
News storIed are not optimIstic as to . '.hIS chances of success........
Ba cr ft)
h'
.
t performance comes from Charles shouldn't have been made. The
~rimary Election,s are coming up in ~ass~ch~setts and ~ you haven't A;eri~, a~e~ ~=v~c~~~1an~ Durning as the Hindenburgs Hindenburg may have been a
reg~stered ye~, y~u re too late. There s stll bme to regIster for ~e seized by the Nazis. There. i th Captain.
Anne Bancroft and hydrogen-filled craft, but it was
natIonal electIons m November I where you can cast your vote to deCIde young 'gger"WUl'
Ath rtS )e George C. - Scott can count this moee like a big balloon full of hot
am
who will be the next big cheese in National Politics. There is a cast an
~.t1 \
lth
e on t' as their dilasteroicture( it seems air ....... among other things.
of ·thousands vying for the democraric presidential Rod • as well as .
~!- 1 er. you
movemen-Slalom Jerry and six-gun Ron going at it for the elephants This in---t
dividual would like to see Reagan go at it with Teddy Kennedy. The
company and ensuing election would be quite like the Academy Awards
Presentations ......
For theatre buffs, "Equus"~ the' much talked about play at the Wilbur
Theatre, will be there throughValentins Day and you can see it at a
special :rate for students (4.50) and sit in, a special section. onstage.
GodspeU is at ..the Charles Playhouse an. d a different company will
present the production here at schoolla ter this month..... .
Upcoming concerts include:
Joni Mitchell, Feb.18 at Civic Center, Feb 19 at the Music Ha .ll(sold
out); Cat Stevens, Feb 27 at the Music Hall; Carole King, Feb29 also at.
the Music Hall; RoxyMusic, March 6 at the Orpheum; The Who, March 19
00 ,..
at the Garden; and My choice,Electric Light Orchestra, March 19 at the
Orpheum. "You should be able to scrape together money for maybe one
.qf rthem. The Student Union is sponsoring a bus trip for the Cat Stevens
consert, detaills are at the Information Booth......
Includes: "'Round trip deluxe motor coach tour to Daytona. All buses are
~ ew records to give alisten to include new releases from ·Chris Squires
air conditioned and Lavatory equipped.
<Yes bassist), Bette Midler <also coming to town but sold out), Peter
"'All the beer'You cart drink enroute!
Frampton (doble live set), Loggins and Massina (with Richard Greene,
former violinist with Seatrain). Jerry Garcia Reflections), Bob Dylan,
"'Accomodations at a choice ocean front motel located directly on the
Cote Bros. (Arkansas did this'!), David Boewie(On tour soon), and "M.U.
"S~rip": . Motels feature airconditioning, color T.V., bath and shower,
The" Best OF Jethro Tull ( a good selection). Worthy of note also as well:
sWlmmmg pool., Lounge, restaurant and entertainment. Various occupancies available.
Jean-Pierre Rompul and Claude Bolling "Suite forr Flut e and Jazz
For informati()n
piano" on Epic ......
·Welcome and farewell parties in Daytona Beach
Tiffs week back in 1957, Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper (Chantilly Lace)
·Services of a resident tour director.
I '.
and Richie Valens all died in a tragic plane crash. Get a horse.
·Optional- Walt Disney World Tour - $18.00, kitchenettes $5.00
call 1'438 - 4342
See you Roundabout.. .. ~ ..... ,.
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CRISPUS ATTUCKS

The Comment

" The First To Die "

7

A Timely Novel By Edmund F. Curley
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first in a . series spotlighting
some of the most worthwhile
works of art, literature, music,
theatre and film which reflect
themes that are particularly
relevant during tthis Bicentennial Year.

our country's conception, as it
tells the extrodinary story of a
brave black man who rises from
~he shackles of slavery to play an
In- tegral part in our forefathers
quest for freedom. It traces this
man's days as a slave in the
South, his desparate escape from
The time-1770.
The placethere, and his ultimate death in
Boston, hot bed of c010nial
the. Boston Massacre, in scenes
rebellion.
The people-Sam
whl~h are. vividly brought to life.
Adams, John Hancock, and an Their depIction is all the more
assortment of other patriotic
engrossing beca use· the event
men who are vital to the birth of
.~re based on historical facts ..
the United States. Among these ThIs book depicts a different
men is Crispus Attucks, a black. presentation of the events leading
fugitie slave whose destiny it is to to and about the actual Boston
sacrifice his life for American Massacre, however. It delves
Independence.
beyond thE" b land historical data
The novel, CRISPUS AT- a~d presents a story that pulsate~
TUCKS-liTHE FIRST TO· DIE" wIth the over- whelming emotions
recreates those turbulent times of felt by the people of that period.

. a bi e t·0 f ee1 a1most
The reader IS
first hand, the.pIaging doubts and
overwhelming certainties that
were instrumental in the creation
of our nation.
This book also quite StIollg1y·
focuses on the desire for liberty
that burned in the hearts of the
Black people in Boston two
hundr~d years ago. It reflects
their strong commitment to attaining that goal, and their
willingness to work with white
men in attempting to achieve it.
Crispus Attucks toiled at the sides
of John -Hancock and l am
Adams, yet his story has 8 Jeen
little known untill now. This book
has at last given him his proper
place in the annals of history.
Ethnic groups have their heros in

Tor
DISCS
BaavilJ PlaJad lal albums

WBIM
Name Of Artist

Company

Top Cut

Name Of Album
I.

1. Elvin Bishop
Chris Squire
Jethro Tull
Lou Reed
Nillson
6. Bette MiddleI'
7. Michael Murphy
8. Scorpion
,'.
9. Ace
10. Pure Prairie League
n. David Pomeranz
12. B.W. Stevenson
13. Emmylou Harris
14. Todd Rundgren
15. Steeleye Span
16. Bo Diddley
17. David Bowie
18. Earth, Wind & Fire
19. Labelle
20. Michel Polnaveff
21. Rory Gallagher
22. Lester Raymond Flatt
2a. New Grass Revival
24. Dobie Gray
25. Major Harris
26. Kate & Anna' McGarrigle
-.
27. Gene Page
28. Red Clay Ramblers
29. Mighty Clouds of Joy
30. Disco Gold Vol. 2
3l. Elvis Presley
32. Tom Scott
33. Starland Vocal Band
34. Queen
35.04Jays
,36· Styx
37. Blackbyrds
38. Mandalaband
39. Kansas
40. Patti Smith
2.
3.
4.
5.

struttin My Stuff
Fish Out of Water
Best of
Coney Island Baby
Sandman
Songs For the New Depression
Swans Against the Sun
Fly to the Rainbow
Time For Another
If the Shoe Fits
Pomeranz
We be Sailin
Elite Hotel
Another Live
All Ground My Hat
20th, Anniversary
Staion to Station
Gratitude
Phoenix
Michel Polnareff
Against the Grain
Lester Raymond Hatt
Fly Thru the Country
New Ray of Sunshine
Jealousy
Kate & Anna McGarrigle
Love Lock
Various Artists
Kickin
Various Artists
Vol. II
New York Connection
Starland
Night at the Opera
)Family Reunion
: Equinnox
City Life
Mandalaband
Masque
Horses

[I

. Fooled Around
Silently Falling
Aqualung
Charley's Girl
Thursday
Tragedy
Renegade
Driftin Sun
You Cna't Lose
Sun Shone Lightly
Thea
Kokoms
Ooh Las Vegas
Just One Victory
Title Cut
Drag On
Stay
Sing A Song
Messin With My Mind
Jesus for Tonite
Ain't Too Good
Foggy Mountain
All Night Train
Title Cut
Jealously
Jigsaw Puzzle
Wild Cherry

-......-...--Mighty
.._-_........._-

Capricorn
Atlantic
Chryslais
RCA
RCA
Atlantic
CBS
RCA
ABC
RCA
Arista
Warner
Warner
Bearsville
Chrysalis
RCA
RCA
CBS
CBS
Atlantic
Chrysalis
Flying Fish
Flying Fish
CBS
Atlantic
Warner
Atlantic
Flying Fish
ABC
Scepter
RCA
A&M
RCA
Elektra
CBS
A&M
Fantasy
Chrysalis
CBS
Arista

High

Jailhouse Rock
Uptown & Country
After Noon Delight
Sweet Lady
I Love Music
Suite Madame Blue
Happy Music
Lookin In
Icarus
Gloria

BalvO, Pla,ad ••• Silglas
Name

or Artist

1. Daryl Hall & John Oates
.2. David Bowie
..~ .. Queen
4. Arelha Franklin
5. Linda Rondstedt
6. Cate Bros.
7d> Banbarra
,. Rod StewaI't
9. David Werner
10. ,John Paul Young·

Single
Sarah Smile
Golden Years
Bohemian Rhapsody
You
Track of My Tears
Union Man
Shack Up
This Old Heart of Mine
Imagination Quota
Yesterdays Hero

Company
RCA

RCA

Elektra
Atlantic
Asylum
Asylum
UA
Warner
RCA
Ariola

lath lib III.•ad lilglll .• rl Illlatld far JIDla" ID·F1b I
thl, Irl listad 'ill arder if timas pll,ld.

this
. . country, and CflSPUS Attucks
.
IS one that complet~ly belongs to
the~lack people."
.
. ~;l~PU~ Attucks- !he Flrst To
Ole IS mdeed a tImely novel,
since Crispus Att~cks. a bla~k
~an. was the very fIrst man to die
m what later proved to be a war
that guaranteed freedom and
equality for all people.
Two.
hu.ndred. years ag? th~ blood he
SPIlt stamed a .sprmgtIme snow.
It was not whIte or black blood,
but colored crimson like all ~he
rest that was subsequently splIt.
His death two hundred years ago
could ~er;e to remin~ us now of
the prmclples for which he gave
his life. He did not think his
struggle for freedom was a vain
one.

Albums of th Week
ALBUM OF THE WEEK (20-26)
Elvin Bishop - Struttin' My Stuff _
Capricorn
This has to be the best album
Elvin Bishop put· out. The excellent vocals of ElVin Bishop and
Mickey Thomas make "Fooled
Around and Fell in Love"·a sure
fire hit.
Then. the excellent
remake of Motown's "My Girl H
and Elvin Bishop's remake of his
own song "Holler and Shout"
make it that much better. "Hey.
Hey. Hey, Hey" reflects the
enthusism and dynamicism this
albdmhas . throughout. A fine
album and listening to it you will
agree.
A.LBUM OF THE WEEK (26-2)
David Bowie - STATION TO
STATION - RCA
Is this his last? David says so
but jedging from "Young
Americans" and his latest effort
"Station to Station", how can he
turn away from success? "Golden
Years" is a top 40 hit. UStay" is
another funky~disco number like
"Fascination" that can't miss.
"Wild is the Wind" is a nice slow,
melodic song with "TVC 15"
picking up the best. The deep
smooth voice of Bowie is just
great on these two numbers. The
exwstarman with this album will
have to come back for more.

r~~~'
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SpeciaIizingin
rare
heart shape cut
Di.\lmonds.
Now available
in all
,
sizes & prices.·· ,

more information .
contact
Michael
587.. 3117 .. ·
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Lady
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WindeDleres'

~INGSTODO

th

PARA MANANA.

Fan
TMCOMES

The BSC Ensemble Theatre is .proud to announce that
there will ba a second studio production alongwith
"Pyramis and Thisbe". which is being directed by Mark Cartier. The second studIo production will be two scenes from "Lady
Windemeres Fan" by
Oscar Wilde. The director for this
productuon is Paula Altieri. a junior theater major. Paula was
aassistent director for "Sorry. Wrong Number" last year and played
Mrs .. -Wire in the studio production "Lady of Larkspur Ltion"also last
year. Stag~ Manager/assistent director fOllliis studio is Lorraine Bell
~who is best remembered for her portrayal of Olivia in "Twelfth Nght
"last year and as the assistent director of"J.B."
Thecast of the play is the following:
Lady Widemere ............. Marcella McGhee
Mrs. Erlynne ................ Jane Laffey
Maid .......................... Michele Pecoraro
Lord Darlington ............Charles Mainini
The play is about a young woman, Lady Windemere, who suspectss
that her husband is seeing another woman. In reality the otherwoman is
her mother whom she believed to have died years before but who really
left Lady Windemere and her father when she was just a baby. The
husband is seeing the woman in an feffort to keep her from telling his
'wife the truth. Mrs. Erlynne, the mother, blackmails the husband and
when Lady Windemere discovers that her husband is giving money to
another woman. she decides to leave him. Mrs. Erlynne. who is visiting
the house discovers this and tries to stop 1 t. The play takes. place in
London's high society in 1890 and will be presented along with Pyramus
and Thisbe on Feb.19 in the afternoon and evening.

2:

TOBSC

---------------~----------I

1. Write an epic poem no shorter than
24.7 pages long using the following
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
. Sunrise, Agamemnon.
Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
leaving out all the consonants.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and
invite all your friends' over.

There
. will be an IntrOdurtory
...
.
I)
Lecture on the _,transce
·ndental MDITA1'ION Program
(TM) in room 207 of the Student
Union on Tuesday Feb 10) AT
. : 7: 30 PM.
The lecture is
presented by the Students International Meditational Society
and is free--all are invited.
Already more than 20,000
students and professinals in the
Greater Boston area practice the
TM technique and another 800
begin each month.
TM is a simple, natural
method technique practiced twice
daily for about 20 minutes, sitting
with .eyes closed. Meditating
students claim and scientific
research indicates that it

provides
deep rest
for
ths mind
and and
bodyrelaxation
thereby. .,..-=~::==:::=====:::::::::==::::::::==~~~~---y
dissolving anxiety and unfolding
views, while the official responce Government must be held
greater creativity and mental
of the Senate was a reminder by responsible for their failure to
potent ~al. Benefits include
the Chairperson Dotty Tisevich, clearly deifne and en(orce the
. - improved scholastic ability.
tha t Mr. Landry's remarks were rules they ha ve laid down for all
greater comprehension, better
"out of order" and an apology the clubs. The Afro-American I per.sonal relationships. TM is
Society is no exception. By
was necessary.
Ull .que in. tha.t .the process inIn effect, one concerned treating this organization as an i vrJlved requires no religious or
Se'n.ator was requ ired to exception. the SGA has . philisophical beliefs and no body
apologize to the Senate, while the discriminated in reverse. at the I or mind control of any kind.
Afro-American Society was expense of the student's who pay i The lecturer. a teacher of TM,
allowed to mis-spend money on for the SGA and the clubs who do i personally trained by Maharishi Feb. 7 - Children's Movie: PUFF on sale across from the
Fur- I Mahesh Yogi, will answer 'N' STUFF at .2:00 in the Bookstore.
wine, or conceivably anthing else adhere to the rules.
Cost is $150 per
that does not come under the thermore, if the Afro-American
person. :. Limit - 2 tickets per
questions and discuss scientific auditorium
heading of food. It is perfectly Society expects this preferential
validated ID.
research on th~ TM Program.
clear that the Afro-Amercan treatment, they can only be
Feb. 8 - Fine and Applied Arts is Bingo at 6:30 in the Card Room,
s
Society intimidated the SGA. on term'edhypocrits, who condemn
sponsoring a free bus for the (in back of the Game Rom).
this case. Fl\.T ONE CANNOT descrimina tion except when it is
matinee performance of the
FAULT THE Afro-American to their advantage.
BOSTON BALLET. Bus leaves Feb. 12 - Band in the Rathskellar.
It is hoped tha t in the future the
Soceity for the dereliction of duty
from the front of the Student Sign-ups for the Game Room
on the part of the SGA, they can
Union at 1:00 p.m. Order your Tournaments for the spring
the SGA will
only be faulted with the violation use reason and sound judgement
tickets through the Student Union semester at· the Student Union
of the rules and principles to determine their actions.
Information Booth. : '. events are
Information Booth.
in pool, bumper. pool, ping pong,
regarding SGA's spending
Feb. 9 - Tickets for GODSPELL shuff1eboar~, and, pinball. Cost is
procedure.
The Student
are on sale at the ticket window in 25, per ·event or 51$l.00. Tourthe auditorium foyer at 3:30 Cost nament is to begin 4th quarter.
is $3.00 per student and $4.00 for
general public. .F .EFORMANCE
IS Wednesday, Feb. 18,.8:30 p.m. The ACU-I Game Room Tour.
_ ' . nament is presently underway to
F:b. l~ - Ed~~abonal ~erVlces determine the campus champions
(:AMBRIDGE, MASS-A unique ~gInS Its mInI-course on the in pool, ping pong, chess, and
~NTS OF LIVING at 7:30 p.m. table hockey. The tournament
;. film festival has been set by the
;;'lth
a
talk on !ll0ney will be held at Boston University
Joy of Movement Center, 536
man~gement by Mr. H?pkms, the on Feb. 20 and 21.
Mass. Ave.; Central Square,
PreSIdent
of
Bndgewater
Cambridge, opening Friday,
If you had practiced TM for 20
Savings. He will cover loans,
Feb. 6 at 7:30 pm with Norman
.l:!;ven though mini-courses have
savings
programs,
and
minutes this morning you would
McLaren's award-winning film,
already started, there are still
establishing credit, and other
"The Romance of Ballet
some. openings ~or which people
related areas.
he Dlore
Adagio. '" The series, which
can SIgn up. Al SIgn-ups are at the
Movie:
ANIMAL CRACKER~ Info Booth.
continues every Fri. at 7:30 pm.
· relaxed
with
the
Marx
Bl'others at 2:00
through May I spans the .
and 7:00 in the auditorium. Cost- There are three new mini-courses
cultural,
historical,
artistic,
and
· alert
75¢
th~ t are going to be offered'
geographical aspects of dance
Ceramics~
~lant Care. ~... .ind
through
the
use
of
"cine-dance,"
· energetic
l:4·eb. II - Tickets for the MARDI
where the camera, essentially.
GRAS PARTY , to be held on Feb. cents of hVIng. Details for these
are available at the Information
becomes the choreographer, and
20 at 8: 00 in, the Ballroom will be B~~
.. ~
ranges from a solo performance
Find out what the TM prograln
of "Apollo" (with Edward
Villella) to American Musicals
can
for you .. as a student, as
of the '30'; "Fall River Legend"
(a shortened ballet piece based
a person.
ABORTION • GYNECOLOGICAL CARE
on the Lizzie Borden axMALE & FEMALE STERILIZATION
murders) j and "Lamentation,"
a 1943 film showing a rare solo
individual counseling with every service
performance
by
Martha
Graham.
The February
program
continues
with
"Ceremonies of the World,"
Feb. 13; "Modern Dance: the
BEACON ST., BROOKLINE. MAsS" 02146
Founders," Feb. 20; and
"Cinedance," Feb . .'%1. Tickets
':l. t door or php_ne 492-16J«1,:...
.,..
,J,.~.:."
:'~
.~" 'i' .f.f
~l
'.
. .:(
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Tuesday Feb. 10 - 7: 30 p.m.
Student Union -Room 207
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DLISSIFIIDS
jfor sale
An evening of entertainment
guaranteed to blow your mind
away. For just 1 buck you can
rock the night away April 1st
(you're no fool) in the S. U.
Auditorium. Every kind of music
imaginable. 6:00 to 10:30 pm. See
you there!

Auto Stereo Equipment for sale.
Below list prices. Installations
arranged. Call Brian 583-4038.
Leave name and number.
Ford Maverick w/351 1974
engine; 1974 auto. trans; 4 brand
new tires--Delta Trans Am on
Ansen mags. Interior in great
condition w/ AM FM stereo
(audiovox) and shag carpet.
Must sell to payoff loan. Many
extras, for information call 8787530, ask for Steve.
An auditorium full of fools for the
concert of '76. Can you spare a
dollar for 4 hours of music by 20
mUSICIans
of
different
backgrounds. ? Answer the poll
by leaving a note in the class of '76
mailbox.

lost &

fohnd .

Lost: 20 fools. If found, please
return to the S. U. Auditorium by
April 1st at 6 pm. If you also find
a buck buy a ticket which will be
available soon. If you like this
action, RSVP at the Info Booth.
Lost: primer of Braille Music.
White or light colored cover,
written primarily in Braille. Also
lost, an instruction manual.
Please return to Abigail Howes-238 Tilly. Thanx. P.S. It is very
necessary to exist.

ride/riders
Ride wanted for two guys to
Florida. Will have no luggage.
Will share driving and gas expenses. Would lie to leave around
March 4,5,6. Contact Charlie,
Room 229, Durgi!l..!... ex 391

To room 505 Great Hill--Are you a
turtle? You bet your sweet-I am! The Green Phantom

Ride needed to BSC from Pearl
Street, Stoughton. Hours, 8-12.
Please call 344-5949. Ask for
Ellen.

Brian--Thank you for the nine
.wonderful months together. Love
will keep us together.
Love,
Babes. P. S. I will always believe
ill'mlmcies, Happy Anniversary.

I need a ride to the Concert for '76
on April 1st. I am a foxy chick,
lonely for a big fool. How about a
night of excitement? If interested,
leave a note in the Class of '76
mailbox.

steve Bud.--I hope it takes you
•four years to get your Master's
Degree. I'd like to see your face
for a while. Cindy. P. S. Ree says
"Hi Gorgeous"

drivers' advisory
Bridgewater State College Class
Ring, Class of '78. Substantial
savings at $15.00. Transfer
student must sell. Red stone, size
9
1/2.
Papers available on
request. Interested? Ask for Ed
or Chris--room 522, ex. 376, Great
Hill.

Sue--Come on. Admit it. You are
the one who wrote that personal to
Paul last week. The Star.

Advisory: Drivers are reminded
that lights are required to be
iIlumina ted on every motor
vehicle operated during the
period from one half hour after
sunset to one half hour .before
sunrise, and during any other
period when visibility ( such as
F0<i) is reduced by atmospheric
conditions so as to render
dangerous further operation
without lights being displayed.

To the fifth floor--Things are
working well so far, but there's
always room for improvement.
Make the investment in friendship, the interest alone is worth a
fortune.
Paul--Sorry I couldn't keep our
'date but "something came up." I
now have my sights set on a real
man--Hank W.-blond, sexy, and
gorgeous. How about it, Halik'?
Margot--Don't be sad just because
Mdr'ganis gone. After all, he did
give you the shirt off his back.
Come by again, but leave you,
godfather at home. SCC

concerts·

. Hotpants--you wouldn't be able
to handle me anyway. Paul.

We want to have a concert on
April 1st with local talent. Are·
there people out there willing to
shell out a buck for four rock
bands, folk singers, fifties, etc.
from 6-11? Leave responses in '76
mailbox.

Pat G.--So you'll be 21 on Saturday! I hope we'll all make it
through it! Have fun.
"I ain't much baby but I'm all
I've got" If you want something
very, very badly, let it go free. If
it comes back to you, it is yours
forever. If it doesn't, it was never
yours to begin with. (Remember
that when stumbling upon a young
man.) Dizzy and Dazzle.

Come hear a free concert by,
soloist Johnny Hall, who sang the
lead role in the premiere performance of "I Love America"
written by the famous Amerinan
composer John W. Peterson. He To Hot Pants--Sorry. Not in. will~ingon Friday, Feb. 13 at 8:QO ter-estell: Hank W.
pm at the Trinity Baptist Church,
1367 Main St., Brockton, Mass.
Dear SAGA--re: your promise of
All are cordially invited to attend!
blueberry pancakes last Sunday.
Don't make promises you can't
keep. Disgusted.

personals
Barb--You deserve a break today!
History will have to take a back
seat one day as we stabilize our
foundations with a big Mac and
the works.
P. S. How's
Esmerelda? "Mary Hartman"
Rabbit--"I don't want to own you
I just want to hold you
I don't want to need you
I just want to see you smile
And stay for awhile."
Dear wet lips in 420, thanks for
your attacking ability, it was well
needed. AGAIN soon? Love, the
Triangle of your heart.
Just who is Mary Hartman of
Duxbury'? QBVM

SEND YOUR SWEETIE A
VALENTINES FLOWER !
FREE Delivery
Anywhere Around Campus!

To Felix and Oscar in 112-Was I
quiet enough Sunday? Thanks.-Oscar's Friend.

February Sf 1fI~~___T;;;h;;.;;e;;;;;c;;.;;0;;.;;m;;;;;m;;;;;e;.;;.n_
t _.;;.9
...
Bully--Thanks for those two fine
nights. I hope it doesn't stop. It's
CLASSIFIEDS
your turn to bring breakfast.
Love ya, Leggs.

No more than

2· personels

Dear A. L. -·Isn't it about time you
came out of the closet? Only
Asking!

per person

Kary, J. B. and Linski--Watch out
for !a lling eggs! Who called? Say
"hi" to your friends lately? Don't
step in any Coke! Watch your'
step in the elevator! Shoot me!
Harry-Karry

Moriah the Wind,
You blew on by
You whisked clouds high
Don't ever cease
For clouds shall cry.
Love, a drop.
Want to get your rocks off? Come
see the Fools in concert April 1st.
Hard rock, medium rock, soft
rock, folk, and fifties. Choose
your poison. A buck a shot. 6 pm
to 10:30 pm. If interested drop
note in class of 76 m~U9_qx.
Hey Bluebird--Betty Boop says
"Hi"

Termite! Beware. Raid is back
in town.
signed, the ex-.
terminators. P.S.toP.Y. You're!
next!
Wood Senior HPE major. Sr. So.
Cal. under way this week. W. R.
Sundae Sunday. Bring your
spoons! Caps offto 107! Chardori
To the guy with the "etchings"we talked things out last week,
but my head's not straight yet, so
please be. patient with me? It's
not your fault--it's mine. Harriet
Beecher Sto~e.
~.

P. D. --Here is the personal you·

wanted me to put in to you. H ow
personal do you want to get?

career expo 76

To Sandy in _Pope--How's your
love . life?
Get any more
propositions lately? It's a rough
life, isn't it?
Hondo.

Career Expo '76 is the fourth
annual
career
conference
Nancy--Why don't you play
sponsored by the Career Expo
pinball with us? You'd probably
Planning Committee Inc. It is
do better than we do. The PBT's .. scheduled for February 24-26 at
the Midtown fj\1otor Inn, 220
Karen B.--I'm really sorry you' Huntington Avenue, Boston,
had to find out the bad news from
Mass. The primary function of
someone else. I didn't want you to
this three-day fair is to acquaint
know just yet because I knew you
minority college and high school
But just
would be· upset.
students, and other minority
remember· that you were like a
persons seeking employment,
"QUEEN" to me. I'm sorry I will with some. of the opportunities
never be able to be your king.
now available to them in the job
Warren.
market. Won't you plan to attend?~

Tuesday, Feb. 10, 1976
Peace Corp Representative will
Interview any Interested Senior.

Sue D.--I knew that once you saw
my hairy cheeks you would be
mine. I· grew them just for you.
But I hope you love me for more
than that because I love you for
more than just your cankers. The
second time around was better
than the first. Even though you
were more quiet your mouth was
just as active. Love ya, Tuck.
Don't be impatient
Don't give up hope
Without you there
How could I cope?

Must be Signed

Bernie, Frankie, Gare and
Chippie, you are all quite the gals.
Good Luck in your new home.
Sincerely yours, Ronstadt Movers
Inc .

Seniors sign up in the
Career Counseling Center
Student Union

Clas silia d·1 d Farm

Gidge.

HEYYY! ! Happy Birthday,
Chump. You're getting old... 21
years is nothing to laugh at
anymore. You're almost over the
hill . . .HEYYY!! The Green
Phantom.
Bob P. from MALDEN-Hey,
beautiful, where do you go? How
about coming out where I can see
you and that gorgeous bod? 10
t'ammo, you hunk!! An admirer.
P. S. Are you available?

Circle heading:

Wanted

For Sale

Lost &

Housing

Ride/Riders Wanted

Personal

Other

Fou~d

Ad to read as follows:,

I'

choice of red,white or pink carnations
Cards will be provided for
your own personal messages
Orders will he taken Feb. 9~lO,11
across from bookstore
-ONLY 50 C '

Captain Jim··So where have you
been hiding??
(I've been
lQQkingl j - Come on out and see me
sometime! R. S. V. P. SOON! ! !
Little Mary Sunshine
"My little rosebuds" Hardham
for our mother! When is Dolly
coming home? Charidori.
Don't Be A Fool! If you miss the
Concert for '76 on April 1 it'll be no
joke. You'll be missing out on a
good time and a chance to make
money for the Class of '76. Place
S. U. Auditorium. Titre: 6-10:30
pm. Please come. If interested,
RSVP Class of '76 mailbox.

Cla:3sifieds are free for all students, faculty, staff and
and adml.nistration of BSC
For all others, rates are 1J5¢ per word.
Name
Address

Phone
Total Enclosed
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A Review of the Past Week
in BS~ Hockey

by :\l

Ple~r!i.li~o!lto

u Last
Wednesday the Bears
skated to their second consecutive
tie of the season with Worcester
State. The game ended in a 4-4 tie
after a scoreless overtime. In the
first period Worcester got on the
boar:ds with a power play goal.
The Bears never got going and
were out shot 15-6 but were
only down by 1 goal. In the second
period the Bears came back with

goals from Roy Farrell and Joe the pertiod and took the lead 3-2.
Bird while Pat Galvin peppered But, the Bear's top line of Hanlon,
goalie! Bowes' of Worcester with ,6 Don Smith, and Galvin came to
shots. The period belonged to the life and scored two goals to lead 4Bears with their defense being 3. The Bears thought they had a
very effective. The Bears out shot ' victory but with eight seconds
Worcester i2-6 and led 2-1. The remaining in the game Allain of
third period proved to be the most Worcester beat Jack Foley to tie
exciting of the night. Worcester's the game and put it into overtime.
The overtime featured scoring
Chris Digon and Bob Turco.tte put
them ahead with oals earl in o ortunities for both sides but

Record at 2-0

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

So far, Bridgewater has done
what they were expected to do.
After games against U Conn. and
Boston College, the Bears are 2-0.
BSC was favored both times. It
was only a question of what. the
margin would be and of how well
the Bears would or would not play,
in the process.
Bridgewater was alternately
effective and not-sa-effective in
their opener at U. Conn. At times
it seemed they were holding back,
or maybe just a little confused
about what it was Coach Dr.
Regina Gross wan ted them to do.
But the Bears occasionally had
periods in which their offense was
clicking, their defense was
sticky. and their press was
working. The final margin of
victory was 19, but considering
,what BSC has and what U. Conn.
doesn't have, perhaps that is just
a little bit closer than it should've
been.
The most recent game, the
Bears home opener, was against a
not-tao-impressive Boston Coliege
team. Bridgewater completely
domina ted in the first half. as
evidenced by the 52-23 halftime
score. rrhe game was a good
opportunity for BSC to work on
their 1-3-1 zone press (at the expense of BC). The press worked
fine this time, but Bridgewater is
not going to find it so easy against
the Southern Conn,'s, URIs, and
Springfield's coming up.
After scoring 52 points in the
first half of the game, the Bears
scored 25 in the last half. The
game ended up with the Bears on
top 77-34, with Mary Swiatek,
Gina- Silva,
and
D-enise:

Bereszyniewicz collecting 13, 12,
and 10 points respectively. Denise,
'with 6, and;Karen Baptista with 7
led in the assists category.
Bridgewater won the rebQunding battle 41-23. The Bears con~
nected on 46% of their shots
while BC was able to cash in on
only 19%.' ,
It's not that Bridgewater has
played poorly in their first two
gaD;!es. It's just that BSC has ,so
mucfhgoing fOf.)t this year (like
the men's basketball team of a

,

,1

each goalie kept the puck out of
'.e
the net to presel'lve the
tie. Playing well for the Bears
was Paul Kelly who assisted, on
two goals and played his usual
fine game on_defense.
Saturday night the Bears
traveled to Lowell to face the
University of Lowell. This night
featured a crushing defeat by a
score of 10-1. The Bears were
never in the game and were out
matched by a strong Lowell team
who will be in the Division
U
playoffs at the end of the season.
Lowell scored the first nine goals
before
Roy
Farrell
of
Bridgewater kept the Bears from
being shut out. The Bears
}goalieJack Foley probably had
nightmares after this gamefacing 36 Lowell shots. The Bear's
offense was non-existence in the
first and second period only
managing 2 shots on Lo~ell'~
goalie. The Bear's ended the
game with nshots which was the
low for the season.
Monday the Bears traveled to
Smithfield RI. to meet Bryant
College. The l)Bears never led
and were out shot 4j -32. The
Bears were on the short end of
this meeting with a 6-41055. This
was the 11th time the Bears have
been out shot in their 14 games.
The bright spots for the Bears
were Brian Hanlon with 3 goals
and 1 assist, Jack Foley with 35
saves and Don Smith with a g,oal
and an assist. The Bears could
:only manage 4 shots in the first
period and trailed 2-l.
The'- second period was even,
with each team scoring once.
,But, the Bears trailed 3-2 at the
2 periods. The third
end of
period was a pen~lty filled period

jack Foley

with Steve Parker and' Chris- ".
Smith of the Bears getting in a
few good pokes and slashes.'
Bryant's offense got 3 quick goals
in the ferst seven minutes. The
Bears found themselves trailing
6-2. But, Brian Hanlon came back
with 2 'goals to bring it to 6-4,
which was not enough to overtake
Bryant. This'- was the Bears ' 7th
loss of the season torgo along with
5 wins and 2 ties. ' The Bears
travel, to North 'Adams on
Sa turday and also will be on the
road Monday against a powerfUl
Salem State club. The next home
game will be on Wednesday Feb.
11 at 8:00 against Bryant College.
Hope to see you there. Leading
Scorers: Pat Galvin -13 goals, 14
assists, 27 points Brian'Hanlon - 9
goals, 17 assists, 26 points Paul
Kelly - 7 goals, 12 assists., 19,
points Don Smith - 7 . goals, 8
assists, 15 points

year ...ago) that they reaUy
shouldn't be satisfied with an
average game,
The Bears take on URI down in
Rhode Island tonight (Thursday).
Last year URI beat BSC twice.
And although it is their third by Tom Knuds o,!!,
game of the season, this will be Wpen was basketball first played largely' uninterested in existing
and what were the cir- games and activities. Naismith
the first real test for the '76 Bears.
planned carefully and wrote the'
cumstances?
TIP-INS:'· Cheryl St. Onge
Most everyone is familiar with rules of a new, game, which was
continues for her second year as '
the story of the peach baskets presented to the class' ,and
"the voice of the Bears". handling
hung up on the balcony, of the heralded as an immediatethe play-by-play for the away
gymnastics hall in Springfield, success. Actually, Naismith has
games on WBIM and handling the
, planned for boxes being used as
Mass., in basketball's first
microphone for home games . . .
game. Well, historians have no goals, but when the gym
Coach Dr. Regina Gross is now in
record of the exact date, but the custodian could not find any, he
her fifth year of coaching
has to settle for the baskets.
first game was played
basketball at BSC. Her best
The game became popular not
varsity team, record-wise, was
sometime in "Decemoer, 1891. .
the '72-'73 squad, which com-.
The' game's inventor, James only in class, but soon spread by
piled an 8-2 log. Best JV recordNaismith, was a teacher at the wordofmouthtootherY~ M. C,A.
The first rules were printed in
wise,was the '73-'74 team at 8-0.
International
Y. M. C. A.
. .. Who s'ays Steve Austin is the _ Training School now known as the Training School Journal, THE
only one with '3 -bionic eye?
Springfield College.
Naismith JOURNAL on January.l5, 1892,
Senior MarianCookley spotted a
was assigned the task of teaching and the first "rule book 'listing
BC player's lost contact lense
the physical education class of a Naismith's original rules, was
from her seat in the stands ...
group of men training to be Y. M. printed later that year; and the
Kathleen Parker ran into trouble
C. A. secretaries. and who were new game was born.
when her teeth ran into a BC
player's head.
A loosened

DO YOU·KNOW?

~~m~~b~~~~~~---~'~I~'R~-A~~~·~"K~'~~f~I~'~E~A~M~~----·
~

game for most of the second half.
Word has it, however, that
"Jaws" Parker has recovered.

Student Special

Ski ?-LJlIlCe.,
1L • ,
Round Top
Jackie Dunphy

COME ONE COME ALL!

JOIN IN THE FUN!

COED SWIM MEET
Swim meet will be Feb. 26
starting at 7: 00

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
THURSDAY FEB. 12, 4:00
IN GYM CORRIDOR

Plyniouth Union, Vt
5misouth of

Killington ~ondo]a, on Rte. 100

~~y ~~
VVeekend

VVeekday

Join the Student Ski ~n.
and save another buck
on weekends
4600' and 3100' chairs
1300 ft of vertical Plenty of challenging runs
• "Big league skiing with
friehdly people"

GOOD ANYTIME
dent 1.0

Meeting Mon. Feh. 9 at 3: 00 P.M.
GYM LOBBY
New

~embers

Welcome

Bring Gear And Be Ready To WorkOut

DO YOU KNOW THAT THE COED RECREATION ASSOCIATION'
HAS

CROSS COUNTRY SKI
EQUIPMENT YOU CAN RENT?

CONTACT JUDY BARD
"
IN THE KELLY 'G YM IF INrERESTED}

~".t}9. ,VJ~~f.Q.~JJ,,;~~.ll.~~.

Februa

Bears Outlast
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MAA and WRA
NEWS

North Adams 44-43

WEEK OF FEB. 5-12
BY Joe SUv!

MEN'S BASKETBAlL
.WED. FEB. 11

This the town.·
which made the score still tied at
Bridgewater,Mass.The place we
32. Then Tom Sullivan of Nrth
are now seeing is the Bridgewater
Adams,a key man, fouled out with
State College. They call it Kelly
about 11 minutes left.Steve Jantz
Gym.Last STURDAY NIGHT ,A
hit a set shot to put the Bears in
GOOD SIZED CRO ND WATfront at 34-33. Two key baskets by
CHED WHAT COULD BE
Pardo Parsons changed a 37-36
CLASSIFIED AS A SMOOTH
deficit into a 40-37 lead with two
KILLING. This is what I am here
minutes left. Then with the score
to investigate. The story you are
at 40-39 Bears,O'Connor calmly
about to read is true,the names
cashed in two free throws and
have not been changed because
with 18 seconds left Steve Crocetti
there are no innocent people. It
did the same thing to make it 44was a 'team' killing. My name is
41. The· final again was 44-43
Friday.
Bears.Asweet win ... Case solved.
The Bears upset the North
Last night the Bears faced a
Adams Mohawks last Sat. nite by
rather tough,hustling group from
the one-point margin
of 44Eastern Nazarene College
43.Coach Tom Knudson instituted
(Quincy).BSC lost to the Cusaders
a semi-stall(the tease)which
75-60.Bridgewater
took an early 6worked effectively through most·
4 lead only to go into one of their
of the game. The Bears started
cold spells that have plagued the
quickly climbing to a 8-0 lead
team all season. The visitors
thanks to three early jumpers by
scored 12 unanswered points.The
Pardo Parsons.It wasn't until
lead for East. Naz. slowly was
over three minutes gone that the
built up to as much as 18 points at
Mohawks hit their first field goal
35-17 until the half settled at 38-25
after missing their initial six
Crusaders.
shots.After an exchange of twoThe Bears came out hot in the
pointers BSC led 10-4 where the
first eight minutes of the second
score stood for several minutes as
first
half.(They hit 6 of their
the Bears were deliberately
7) .BSC closed the gap to a mere
holding for the good shot, which
three points at 48-45.But then the
unfortunately they weren't hitting
Bears were outscored 19-4 and
once they got it.North Adams had
that was the ballgame.
another string of misses (8) . North
Adams then· started· warming Up . AROUND THE'RIM':'BSC's
record now stands at 6-9 ...The
to close the gap to 16-14 with six
Bears
suffered a tough loss at
minutes left. A basket by Walt
Famingham 55-52 in OT(,.
Driscoll put the Bears back in
Jan.29)Bridgewater had a 4 point,
front by 4 at 18-14 with 5:00 left in
lead in the overtime with 51:' .
the clock.That would be their last
seconds remaining ...BSC plays
points of the half as the visitors
Boston State tonight(F eb. 5)at
stung with eight unanswereq
Kelly gym.Boston has lost its last
points before the end of the half.
two MSCAC games to Salem and
In the second half a bucket by
Framingham ... Jimmy,how
Pardo and one by Mark O'Connor
about a predicted win over Bston
qutckly tied the score at 22-22 in
like you did before the N.A.
the opening minute.For the next
game ... Steve Jantz had 11 assists
seven minutes there was literally
and Walt Driscoll had 14 rebounds
an exchange of five baskets
against Eastern Nazarene ...

7: 30 Hoop Inc. vs. Phi Pi Rockets
~Hoffa's Remains' vs. The O's
8: 30 Amberilla vs.· Hursts Heros
9: 30 Sons of Italy vs. The Bullets
Buckeyes vs. The Clinic

THU. FEB. 12
7: 30 Roadrunners vs. Cupcakes
Bohemians vs. Hursts Heros
8: 30 'Sures' vs. Happy H()okers
Perverted Pistons vs. Rockets
9: 30 Alpha Wild Pigs vs. Kappa Crows
Crusaders vs. Bullets

INNERTUBE WATER POLO
MON. FEB. 9
7: 15 Tidal Waves vs. Camphell's Kids

Women's Basketball will be starting soon look for
posted schedules!

UPCOMING EVENTS
'Ski trip to Maine Feb. 6,7,8
Ski trip to Stowe
Last weekend in February
D~y :S~i Trip.
Will be on a Sunday·
.
announced soon
Boston Celtics game
Will be in March date
. ,
to he announced soon
Coed Swim Meet
Thursday February 26
Organizational Meeting
February 12 at 4: 00 in the
g mnasium corridor

JV BASKETBALL

ARISE!

BY Kevin Gallagher

students, faculty
ski down to the

~ .. ~

I"

Iblft

20-30%off skis, boots, poles, bindings
4i~J11~~
clothes with BSC 1.0.
Tuesday Feb., 4
Tuesday Feb., 11
rt. 18 Eost Bridgewater

378-3060
Master Charge, Bank
Americard, layaways
. ._ -. ."~",,

6"

~
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In the last week the JV team
boosted its record to 5-6
with victories over the Alumni
95-86,and Tabor Academy 6474.The team was defeated in a
touhgh battle 86-75 to Bristol
Community. The team has 8
games remaining. They play
Worcester Tech tonight (Feb.5) at
6 PM. Come and enjoy the game.
As of the first game the scoring
leaders are Tom Leoffler
15.2, Tom Stall 13.4 .Mike Boyle
lO.5,Barry Mansell 10.0 and Jim
Porrell 6.4 •The unselfish play of
the team has been responsible for
the well-balanced scoring. This
Sat. nite at 6 PM the team will be
trying to defeat Mass. College
Pharmacy who they lost to in a
good game 82-72 at Brookline
earlier in the season. The team
will be definitely up and the
feeling from here is that they will
pull the upset.
FREE TRIES-The defensive play
of Steve Jantz and Carl Boen for
the varsity were superb against
Eastern Nazarene ... lnstead of
going to the Rat at 7:30 students
should be
over the gym supporting the school in tonight's
doubleheader<Feb.5>' .. The JV's
play Wore. Tech and the varsity
Boston State ... Remember
Framingham beat Boston State
74-64 Monday night . A good
turnout could bring a double win .
~l'~. ~,,~~ -: .,~] n'\ It..J ·t..'i~ ~ ..'.,',
Pi it!-. 1_

4.1) J

j.

i ,). ILL ...
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UPCOMING BSC
SCHEDULESAT.FEB. 7
Basketball
Mass. Maritime 8 P
Hockey at North Adams 4PM
Wrestlin-g
Holy Cross 4PM
Mon. FEB. 9
Basketball SMU 8PM
Hockey at Salem State 7: 30PM

TUES. FEB.IO

Wumen's Swim Tellm
Topples So. Conn. 84-46
by Karen Tewksbury

The BSC Womens Swim team
would like to
thank all those who gave their
enthusiastic
support last
Sauturday. The grueling meet
vs. Southern Conn. put the SoConn Owls ON TOP WITH A
SCORE OF '84-46, YET IN NO
WAY DID OUR GIRLS PERFORM POORLY. Coach Bill
Walker expressed the idea that
the BSC team has a lot of fine
swimmers yet not the quantity
and depth of swimmers possesed
by these other squads irom
larger schools. "The girls times
are getting lower and better. We

did well for ourselves in SOIDparison to other meets by cutting a few seconds off various
girls time.s" comments Coach
Walker. The team members who

woil first places in swimming
were Sandy Kapp-100yd Individual medley, 100 yd butterfly; Kris Lattimer 200 yd free
and Sharlene Raduzo -500yd
free. Otherfine performances by
June Hussey ,Kathy Ostapower ,
and Kris Lattimer drew the few
seconds and thirdS . Jacque Long
competing against more toughi
So-Conn competion in diving won
both the 1 meter and 3 meter
events.
Aside from preparing gor the
coming duel meet vs. a strong
UMass team the girls are practicing hard in prepartion for the

opportunity to test 'themselves
against others from all over the
area. The BSC women swimmers
continue to face' tought competition
against schools with much larger
rosters, and still-with this in mind
they work hard and
practice
with much spirit to achieve faster
times. The presense of a larger
crowd to come and appreciate
their fine efforts at meets such as
So Conn exists as a great booster
of spirits. As they face these
tough and larger teams the
crowds enthusiam can not help
but make the BSC team feel a bit
stronger and more hopeful. So,

New Englands. The latter is a

all you faithful swimming fans,

regional meet in which all the
swimmers in the New Englands

Thank You for all your support
on Saturday and keepit up! "WE

area compete on a more individual basis The strong BSC
. swimmers will have a great

Basketball(W) Springfield 6PM
Swimming at Babson 7: 30PM
Wed.FEB.II
Hockey Bryant 8PM
THU. FEB 12
Basketball at Nichols 7: 30PM
Hockey at Holy Cross 7: 30PM

CATCH SOME Z'S

*****

FUN RUN

3:00 every Sunday afternoon Now you
have no excuse to dream on!!!
See you in front of Kelly gynl

this Sunday at

3

* * ** *

LOVE IT"

FOR

has heen moved up to

Price based on quad occupancy plus

1 O~tax

and services

FOR ONLY $169.00

DAYTONA
BEACH

&

Departure Dates:

PRESENTED BY
7 NIGHTS &
8 DAYS:

March 12 - 21

At the Luxurious Holiday Inn

directly on thebeaCY

Round Trip by Luxury Coach Michaud Bus
Baggage Handling At Hotel
Full Breakfast Every Morning
Pool Party Free Beer & Barbecue

.
M.'.T7l~'4

. ,0

~

SERVICES OF
RESIDENT TOUR
DIRECTOR -

t.\~\. ~

O\,,\OuRS

Sea·

.....,~

~~.

WALT DISNEY '~(9

..

SUNSET TOURS:

71 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE,.

MELROSE, MASS.

PHONE: 662-9492

NAME
SCHOOL
ADDRESS.
PHONE·
.-------------------------------~
ROOMATES
1
2
3
DEPOSITE ENCLOSED
WEEK OF
$50.00 DEPOSIT NEEDED TO. HOLD RESERVATION. DEPOSIT IS NON REFUNDABlE , NON TRANSFERABLE ..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,--------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ I

